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Arkansas public school students, age eight to eighteen, wrote
these poems in 1978 and 1979 during visits to their classes by writerteachers from the Poetry-in-the-Schools faculty.

The purpose of these

visits is to assist and complement the classroom teacher in the often
difficult task of introducing young people to poetry.

A typical visit

might include:
Reading and discussions of poems, ranging from masterworks
of the past to important contemporary poems often neglected
by standard texts.
Inquiries into the nature and relevance of poetry in the
world around us.
Games and exercises employing the "devices" of poetry, many
of which are not merely tricks of verbal expression but
different and refreshing ways of perceiving the world.
Writing sessions in which the students try their hands at
poems of their own.
In the course of the year our staff have read thousands of poems by
Arkansas students.

Those printed here are some of our favorites.

The Poetry-in-the-Schools staff feel sincere gratitude to a number
of people for their patient and cheerful assistance during the past year.
Among those whose good will went beyond the call of ordinary duty and
politeness we would especially thank Ms. Carol Gaddy of the Arkansas Arts
Council; Dr. Don Ousterhout, Director of Research and Sponsored Programs,
University of Arkansas; Dr. Ben Kimpel and Dr. Leo Van Scyoc of the English
Department; and also in the English Department for their very real help
throughout, our thanks to Jan Vawter, Jacqueline Laha and Dorothy Crookshank.

ARKANSAS POETRY- IN- THE- SCHOOLS PROJECT
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ARKANSAS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND, LITTLE ROCK
THE CRASH
The
The
And
The
The
The
And
The
The

poem had left, the poet arose;
poem passed down the hall
out into the muggy air.
wind blew over the sweet smell of wheat.
moon was howling for the lonely poem.
poem got sadder and sadder,
the wind got to the peak of its frost;
poem froze and crusted to the ground.
poem belonged to the big, open, wild planet.
-David Jones

POEM
I never saw a meadow
With a carpet of green,
Cottony to the touch,
Or the wild flower dancing
In the quiet summer wind-Not even the river flowing by
Like maple syrup on a warm day.
The sky so blue, it almost takes
your sight away;
So close, you can almost touch it.
-Dorothy Bryant

ASBELL ELEMENTARY, FAYETTEVILLE
LEECH
I crawled up the boy's
leg very slowly.

I attached my self to

My friend joined me.

his leg.

I saw the

dirt on his leg from being out in
the woods.

I hear him talking about

his baseball game tomorrow.
-Robin Siroonian

A STALLION AT A SPRING
I am just drinking at
a nearby spring .
My mane and tail are flowing
in the wind like ripples in the
ocean .

I am black with a white

star on my forehead.
I eat sweet grass and anything
I can get my hooves on.
I neigh when I am alarmed
or being attacked by stupid
wolves.
- Stacey Stratton
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THE WORLD IS GOING BY AT 100 MPH
I saw the red sun rising behind a dead oak tree
with a blackbird singing in it .
- Inelodie Griffs

POEM
I would be famous and have a t housand
fans come see my group .
I would have a lot of make- up on,
and my boots would smoke
when I jumped up and did the splits
and landed. My boots would
be seven inches high, and I
would have a guitar that would smoke too.
And when the concert was over,
I would go home, then take off
my make-up, sit down and coun t my money .
- Ricky Mayes

NIGHT
A green man was at my
window pane .
Knock Knock Knock
I said alright,
I'll let you in.
Then I let him in.
Who are you;
you look green.
Well, I am . . .
Hey, I like your pajamas .
Well, you can have my new
mickey mouse pajamas.
He gave them to me.
You have to give
them back.
I'll wear my other ones .
Now out the window you go .
So he came in the front door .
- Clyde Jenkins
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R.E. BAKER INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL, BENTONVILLE
I FEEL SORRY FOR DEAD MEN
I feel sorry for dead men
cause dead men tell no tales
all they do all the time all day
is look up a black pirate sail .
I feel sorry for dead men
they all had to walk the plank
their spirits still roam
the open world though their bodies
have long ago sank.
I feel sorry for dead men
the pirates killed them in glee
their spirits have gone to
somewhere or other though
their corpses lay to rot in the sea.
- Kelly Davis

FINDING THE DARK
Every child in America is looking
for the dark. They look everywhere .
Kay looks in China.
Connie looks in the Boston Harbor .
Ann looks in Australia.
Mrs. Johnson looks in Africa.
They found it. They killed a deer
and ate it. There was the dark.
-Connie
FINDING THE LEAVES
All of a sudden I made an unusual discovery .
I couldn't find any leaves.
I called my teacher and I called my mom
but could not find them.
So I called the fire department .
They looked on the ground
and up on the trees
but could not find them .
So I decided to call the police.
They looked in the parks and on the cars,
and even in garages .
When my Dad got back from work
I asked him if he had seen the leaves,
he said, "No but I have saved a bucketful."
- Mike Rzegyuki
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BENTONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
I 1 M THE MAN UNDER THE BED
I'm the man under the bed.
I'm the man in the closet
and I hide behind doors.
I'm the man under the bed
and I love to get the little feet
that come running by.
I've been here for ever and
I've never been caught.
I'm the man under the bed
that makes the chill
run up your spine
and makes you run to your bed.
I'm the one that floats
through the room and makes you
cover your head when I move
through the room. I'm the one
who finally scares you to sleep.
-Melanie Barrus

THE LAWN PARTY
I see my father's friends
or are they really?
My father's money's friends
maybe?
Everyone discussing the most
important unimportant news.
But, I know why they are here.
I will go down and join them.
-Robin Rogers

THE ROOM
The old crone swiftly moved her hands
across the crystal ball
as if warming them. . .
the clock struck midnight.
The light was gone.
-Laura Fultz
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THE ROOM
Looking through the lace
curtains I see an old lady
richly dressed, surrounded
by pictures and stuffed furniture.
The pictures covered tables, shelves
and mantel pieces.
Going along I see a couple
standing in front of a shack.
With children in threadbare
clothes.
Further on they grow
more and more prosperous.
And ending back with the
old lady. Splendid in
silk and pearls. And
alone.
-Connie Hagen
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BENTONVILLE MIDDLE SCHOOL
POEM
In the kitchen there by the rusty stove
sits a large man. His
head is in the stove slowly turning,
slowly cooking. The fat man laughs
at the tiny man in the cage with
his ribs and bones showing. The
cat sits by the tiny man waiting
for the day he can eat him.
Dishes dance around the bed
in the bedroom while the food
burns by the door. The carpet
rolls like the waves off the ocean
and the dresser is drowning
because it can't swim.
Outside the door into the hall
stars are moving like feathers
in the wind. Eyes move back and
forth in the darkness while the
lightgod whips his slaves.
-Paul Johnson
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BOOKER JUNIOR HIGH, LITTLE ROCK
POEM
Listen I am
just like a yo-yo
sometimes I'm up and sometimes down.
Listen I am just like a shadow
afraid to be on my own.
Listen I am just like a child
a lot to say but never heard.
-Hank Bates

POEM
As
As

As
As

As
As

quiet as the snow melting to water
quiet as a lizard changing its color with
the object it lies upon
quiet as the minute hand creeping time past
quiet as the ink flowing through your pen
as you write
quiet as the love between two people
quiet as quiet
-Deborah Pope

The last thing I saw before I died
was a wall of salty blue.
-Scott King
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BRYANT HIGH SCHOOL RESOURCE CENTER
EPILOGUE
After the flood
things hang from trees;
clothes, plastic garbage bags,
cars, rats.
Porches washed up against
the highway fence
and bodies between the fence and porch .
One woman stood on a table
with child and watched
the water creep up her legs .
She tied sheets in a tree
and waited for help.
Water covered the tops of guard rails
MUD

waist deep, 5 feet of water
everything floated away,
Cans of shaving cream.
My sailboat going down the road
without me,
found at the Wooden Nickel,
a mile away
- Anonymous

FIRST DEER
I trailed your gut a mile
through snow before my second
bullet stopped it all . Believe me
now, there was a boy
who fed butterflies sugar wat e r
and kept hurt birds in boxes
in his room.
-Terry Wine
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MRS. CORBISHLY
I've gotten married twice
I married Ray; Why not?
The ceremony lasted two minutes.
I went up to the J.P.
and said, "I DO, I DO."
after the ceremony-pictures taken
pictures and pictures.
I almost stepped in a doggie
pile when asked to move over.
When we got to the car
there wasn't anything there,
just the car.
We drove and drove and ended up
in Clarksville and found a hotel.
We found a tiny hotel,
the owner came out in her nightgown
and glasses. She looked rough,
her grey hair was slicked back
in a pony tail and she
sure had a pointed nose.
It wasn't a month until
I married John.
I don't see how we matched up
in the tests we'd taken.
We live in a log cabin
with 3 rooms; a kitchen, bedroom and darkroom.
John said; "Stay out of by darkroom
and I said "In that case,
you can't take a bath in my creek,
I suppose you don't want me
to see all your nudies."
He wants to keep them all to himself.
-Debbie Corbishley

KILL FLOOR
I don't know how to start.
It was an open building
with machines: saws, leg-hockers,
hide pullers, the shinning guns.
My job on the cattle kill
was to shroud,
bone heads, hang livers,
trim necks.
-Glenn Heer
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HANGING HOGS
I called them names unmentionable,
running them in the pen,
they were piled high couldn't move.
The hogs were shy, and they piled
up and I hit them with a strap
or a hot-shock.
Sometimes they didn't stun and
they bit me when I tried to
chain them up, a short chain.
Our hog fell on me
It knocked everything, couldn't
move. I didn't know it was
coming. The hog was caught up
in the chain.
He fell and glanced me, the last
full day of work of the summer.
-Glenn Heer

THE FIRST TIME ON THE KILL FLOOR
A terrible smell
saws running,
air blowing,
steam boiling,
the smell of livers
when I branded them
some cows didn't die
right away.
they'd buck anything
that got in their way.
-Glenn Heer
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THE BRACE OFF
Bending a piece of metal,
the boss's wife on the other end,
she pulled the sheet-metal
breaker down.
My hand was under it,
I let out a big yell,
she knew what she had done,
Blood was everywhere.
I thought my fingers were gone;
they weren't.
I got a brace on them,
I couldn't wash my fingers,
It smelled like I hadn't
taken a bath.
Today I took the brace off,
The whole finger is hardening up,
I can't bend the end of one.
They're sore.
My boss is getting a new
breaker now.
The old one was made in 1906.
-Mark Holland

BUCKO liT
There was a Buckout near Eufala,
It was crowded with people.
We got there early and watched
other riders.
I took the next bull in line and
I paid my $5.00
I hopped on and had to concentrate.
They asked me if it was my first time.
I leaned forward against the gate,
so I wouldn't fall off inside the chute .
I tried to keep in rhythm
with the bull,
so when he hopped up I'd
hop with him.
-Robert Seemer
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BUTTERFIELD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, FAYETTEVILLE
IF I WERE. . .
If I were the Hoover Dam
I would feel happy because
I could flood Arizona.
If I were the Panama Canal
I wouldn't let the Russians through .
-Mark

See Poems
See black when you kill a fly
when you wreck a car
when you look in your socks
See circles when you close your eyes
see millions of dots flying around
See swords cutting up cats
-Matt Stamps
See a round orange roll towards you
books pages flutter in the wind
a blue and white cloud come
and then go away
a purple umbrella close and open fast
-Lisa Knowles

POEM
There she lay
in the hay
when a tractor
came and attacked her
-anonymous

A
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POEM
We are neat
Walk the street
See our guys
Buy some fries
Get a coke
Tell a joke
We will roam
Then go home
We dance a lot
We are hot
-Pam Belt
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CLOVERDALE JUNIOR HIGH, LITTLE ROCK

THE BEAT
Magic marbles pounding against the window.
Racing thoughts through staccatto beats
playing with the slightest touch
As though one hand touched a hot iron
And chasing the clouds over drums and tubas
as beats of music go wild .
The hearts thump and the wind blows over
And the pounding of the piano keys can still
be heard
yet cannot be found.
-Anonymous
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COLLEGE HILL JR. HIGH, TEXARKANA

MISS WITHERSPOON'S CLASS
I am no one.
I live in the lifes
of my beholders.
I stand in the streets
and no one sees me.
I walk on your back
you don't feel me.
I get my energy
from the wind.
When I breathe some
one weak dies.
The birds begin to
fly I see the skies
turn gray. I feel the whole
earth shake but still
no one can see me.
-Cyndi Thompson

POEM
I am a large rain cloud
destined for no place
I might rain on the dry crops
or, I might let the dessert suffer.
I have no one to tell me
what to do, or where to go.
I can even dry up and blow
away if I want to. But the thing
I enjoy most is that I can make
people love me or hate me. I can
destroy or refresh. But there's
only one thing I cannot do,
I cannot be a poem.
-Scott Mears
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CROSSETT HIGH SCHOOL

VANITY
She came from Pride
She wears frilly lacy dresses
She giggles constantly
At her own little jokes
She lives within herself
For no one else is good enough
She spends her time talking to her best friend
The mirror
-Cathy

GIVING UP
I give up my eyes which are the light, the darkness
I give up my tears
I give up my emotions for they are like leaves in the wind
I give up trying to write this line
I give up poetry
I give up my dreams
And you will have none of it because vanity comes in a ship of mirrors
-Randy Karo
Calena Stanley
Daryn Clark
John Johnson
Alan Gardner
Jim King
Cindy Pratt
Rich Burns

FEAR
Fear is black like the bite of a snake .
It comes up without a sound
And when it comes you can't feel it
But you know it's there
For it has the s~ell of a snake
Nobody knows where it goes.
Fear leaves with the light.
-Chuck Allen
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POEM
Is it really him hiding behind the tombstones
Or ancient crosses?
Why has this shiver gone down my spine?
But wait
It must be his footsteps getting closer and closer
I turn around
And the shadow of this mangled creature is slipping away
I hear it whistling
High pitched
I turn
But it is only the wind passing through the limbs of the dead
-Keith Rogers

POEM
I was at home
It was warm
There was no sound
Someone at the door
Moving slowly
My sister's shadow playing outside
-Audrey Gibbs

POEM
Walking down an alley
Dark in the night
I thought I heard someone walking
But it was just my appetite
-Trenton Wilson
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DANVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
A MAN & A POEM
If a man understands a poem
he shall marry it .
If a man lives with a poem
he shall make love to it.
If a man lives with two poems
he shall grow tired.
If a man conceives of a poem
he shall have little poems .
If a man conceives of two poems
he shall have many little poems .
If a man wears a crown on his head as he writes,
he shall crush his brain.
If a man wears no crown on his head
his brain shall grow .
If a man gets angry at a poem
he shall beat it.
If a man continues to be angry at a poem
he shall kill it .
If a man publicly denounces poetry
he shall divorce a poem & marry
a song.
-Bryan Adams

POEM
My hands are like ice
but melting as if in a fire
My words are one big anagram
My heart keeps beating
very soon might explode
"Will you go out with me?"
-Anonymous
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THE DEPTHS OF A POEM, AND EFFECTS
If a man writes a poem in a storm,
he may have lightning strike his idea.
If a man writes a poem in love,
he may have broken thoughts.
If a man writes a poem in moonlight,
he may have a new craze.
If a man writes a poem in algebra class,
he may become confused.
If a man writes a poem in a car,
he may crash into reality.
-Heather Anduscs

,
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DUMAS HIGH SCHOOL
HARVEST MOON
An obese orange old man

straddles a black velvet fence
planted on a field of stubble
in which rests stacked piles of earlier work
that he took no part in
but which his golden sister
had supervised.
-Valerie Gil

dove:
Watch:

an old tennis shoe you don't want to throw away.
Something that your heartbeat likes
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EAST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, PARAGOULD
QUIET
Kids be quiet please
please be quiet,
Miss Elmore says,
At lunch Miss Elmore
Says be quiet,
Miss Fredie says Be quiet.
-Jimmy Dan Bradley, jr.

FALLING
Once I dreamed that
I was playing in the
hay up in a loft.
My sister pushed me
and I fell.
All of a sudden I
woke up.
If you have this
dream you will
probally scream like
I did in my sleep.
Sherry D. Thrasher

POEM
I see the flag,
I makes me feel
like I want to
go to places. In
this great land of ours.
Maybe I'll go to
Jonesboro Saturday.
-Anonymous
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Once there was an old lady she sat in her
chair a rocking and a rocking she heard a noise
a strange noise she went to see what is was when
see got up the noise was gone when she sat back
down the noise came back again she got to look
again and the noise stopped she could never
figure what the noise was .
The End .
- Sherry Gage

I had a pet tornado.
I kept him in a tall cage.
I fed him doors, boards.
Once he ate East Elementary.
- Tina Doleson

I fell asleep in an apple .
When I woke up, I noticed
that I was the apple . I was
so surprised that I ran to a taxi.
It took me to school . Everybody
was a million years old. Our art
came alive. The dogs were half- cats .
The scarecrow scared everybody. The
turkeys ate us. But I was the turkey.
I was eating everybody. Then their
ghosts killed me. And I noticed I
w~s the ghosts .
The teacher came in .
I scared her . She called the police.
Then I noticed I was the pol ice. They
shot me with guns . Then I noticed I
was the guns . I shot the teacher .
Then I saw that I was the teacher .
-Byron Owens
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ELKINS HIGH SCHOOL
ALGEBRA
The giant numbers loomed overhead.
Unconquerable in their majesty.
In front of the room a man is
murmuring something I can't understand.
X is the unknown, the variable
the numbers are moving around on the page
they are in my mind now, muddling it
The man at the front says some more
I don't understand.
I don't understand
I don't understand
I don't understand
-Anonymous

Leaves:

take information from the tree as they fall
-Lorrie Eckhardt

Desk:

a cradle
-Darrell Baker

Pencil sharpener:

people on a ride at the fair
-Tom Worley
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AIR
Begin: catch the air in a trap
built especially for this
wild creature that roams the earth.
Step 2: shoot the creature with
a tranquilizing gun. Be careful
not to injure it.
Next, take it to the laboratory
so you can observe it
in an artificial environment.
Feed it each time it gets hungry
and love it like
your family pet.
Lastly, turn it loose as you would
a wild creature that's hurt
and you help it get better. Let it roam
the earth in peace forever more.
-Connie Eaton
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FORDYCE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
HOLLY
Holly, your name reminds me of yellow
You are spring like the wind blowing
You are a rose
You are a blue sky
Holly, you are soft
-Kelly McWhirter

MELISSA
Melissa, your name is red like your fingernails
You are a coat
You are fall
You are like a dark dark ghost
-Maxine Ann Meads

ALEXANDER
Alexander, your name is like a king
You are purple
You are like winter when the snow falls
You are a lion
Alexander, you are a roar
-Raymond Mitchell

EMMA

Emma, you are pink, blue, yellow like a rainbow
I saw your dress
It is like a rainbow too
Your eyes are like a rainbow
Your ring is a pretty rainbow
You are spring
You are like sunshine
You are a rainbow
-Regina Parham
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FORDYCE MIDDLE SCHOOL
POEM
Last sununer
mother and her friends were
in the yard cleaning fish
There was a big hole in the yard
where they put the fish heads and parts
they didn't need. And I ran round
and around the hole. My mother
said to me stop before you fall
in. I kept on round and round
the hole and I fell in. I heard
my mother cry out, my baby.
-Ronethia Berry

POEM
Running wild ,
like a free-will child.
Buzzing free,
like a bumblebee.
Saying words,
like singing birds.
Dancing wild,
like a free-will child.
-Donna Castleberry
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FORDYCE HIGH SCHOOL
SEX IS DEEP
Sex, like peaches, is rosy.
It's little kids playing in the bushes.
"I'm the doctor."
"I know."
You're blushing.
Your face is turning red.
Like a shade of peach.
-Gino Howard

I AM RIDING IN A LIGHT BLUE ELEVATOR
I am riding in a light blue elevator.
Floor 37: Towers of Plywood
69: Toys
131: Road construction machines frozen in blood
144: A dead dog in a field
179: Ink pens flying through the air. Giant cardboard boxes
with the words "Truly Unbeknown" written on them.
500: A yacht in an ocean. Its crew all skeletons. The sails
are black. The ship flies an American flag. The captain waves.
He wears a black hat with a gold braid.
1900: An orange room with a little girl turning slowly in
circles.
2100: A wooden wheel with white pegs turning in a flowerbed.
-Gino Howard

POEM
Ice cold water splashing over a mossy rock.
Fresh cut grass smelling like watermelon.
A solitary man sitting atop a hill
looking at nothing--seeing nothing-being what he wants to be--nothing.
Sunset catching him in peaceful silence.
In other places, there is noise.
When darkness falls, he is still silent.
Hearing splashing water,
smelling watermelon grass,
contented, and silent, he remains
Alone.

-H. D.
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VICTIM
The bruised painting of my face stares blindly at the sky.
An abused masterpiece am I,
Because what I was lived.
I lie splayed crookedly, a shattered doll,
But my cuts are ragged and brown,
The dried blood about my head turnin g my hair to brown lumps ,
While in a ray of light crossing the all ey spar rows pick up crumbs.
I long for the grave, the comforting darkness,
Hiding my shame with a rosy crown .
- Christiane Richardson

POEM
I fish for thoughts in a running stream
of ideas, wishing some catch
will yield this week ' s rent .
The brassy concierge stomps
up the bark stains
and demands her money.
I offer her the scrap of paper .
She leaves disgusted,
and I again fish
musing over pans
spread before me,
a great s~ain over its glassplate
which is also my window .
I grasp at a minnow
and scribble it down.
But twilight deepens
and the minnow dies.
And no candle of inspiration is here
to go on writing .
-Christiane Richardson
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POEM
Dull and sad,
the afternoon sunlight lies in shafts
on the concrete floor.
No breeze, but a movement of chill air
stirs the dust motes to settle again
between and around steel bars.
And tigers and elephants
and panthers lying atrophied
in their cages.
-Brenda Price

POEM
The constant beat of a healthy heart;
The pulsating stream of blood flowing through blue veins,
Bright, shiny needles gleaming so blessedly evil,
Rows and rows of bottled chemicals,
Gauze bandages, scissors, tongue depressors,
I love the feeling of everything being clean, fresh, sterilized.
-Connie Freer
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FORT SMITH SOUTHSIDE HIGH SCHOOL
POEM
In the kitchen a wrinkled lady
was spitting at a bug on her leg
there was a boy who was blind and
he was trying to fix the can opener.
In the hall the mirrors had an
image but no one was there. A Pickle
was on the floor in the bedroom was a
bicycle the man started his engine the woman
turned it off.
-anonymous

hope -- an opening in the barbed wire
-Barbara Humphrey

I GIVE HIM
I give him hair
which is like strung out cat guts.
I give him eyes
which are like smashed snails.
I give him a nose
which is like chopped off salami.
I give him a mouth
which is like the Mississippi, wide and filthy.
I give him arms
which are like squashed pythons.
I give him legs
which are like broken giraffes' necks.
I give him a body
which is like a trampled cow.
-Greg Wilson
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POEM
Just as I peeked through the kitchen
window of an old deserted house I
saw 5 men all of which had masks
over their eyes. They were running
their fingers through coins and
bills. Looking on farther, in the
corner, I saw an old lady tied up
to a chair with an apple in her mouth.
Just then they all jumped up
(scared me out of my wits)
and screamed "We're still poor!"
-Linon Komp

POEM
As a bucket on the floor
I spend hours waiting
for water from somewhere above
I've heard that I'm in the way.
Last drop came when
they were looking away-maybe they'll notice next time.
-Ken Levy

POEM
People sat as chairs danced
the walls did grin
the doors stomped the desk pranced
but the people did not move within.
-Brian Smith
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HARMONY GROVE HIGH SCHOOL

When I was young, I looked like a string.
I'm always eating dirt.
I see hills and go through them.
Don't stand on me.
On a hot day I smell cool earth.
I have slimey skin.
I see darkness.
I hear footsteps.
- Paul Griffith

HATE
Hate smells like smoke drifting from the battlefield
Sounds like a street fight
It wears a cloak of thorns and a breath of fire
It feels like a constricting noose around one's neck
Hate tastes like the bitterness of blood
-Van Smith

SADNESS
It comes from rainy days and death
It's enemy is happiness
It walks down the street tired and unhappy
It goes to the morgue every day and sits in corners
It wears a pair of baggy pants and worn out tennis shoes
It's a gray headed man all alone
It has a bad limp in its left leg
- Alan Bryant
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HARRISON HIGH SCHOOL
ST. JOSEPH BUS DEPOT
Baby's tears reflect light in the depot.
The old man stares, not seeing
black women holding
their mothers' hands.
The old man smells breakfast
bacon sizzling on grills.
Yesterday it was sausage.
Tomorrow is Tuesday.
He stays home on Tuesdays.
-Sandy Shotwell

TURNTABLE
With the push of a button
the power clicks on.
The speakers buzz
like a hundred muffled bees.
Methodically and slowly
the tone arm lifts with
the same preciseness
as a jeweler splitting a diamond.
The record spins and you try
to read the songs as they spin
on the label, but as your eyes
match the speed of the disc,
you fall back
and get blasted into oblivion.
-Scott Hodnett
DARK STRANGER
He was in a dark corner
when I first saw the shadow.
It was a shadow that had fear
so bad I could taste pain if he
were to walk by me.
He had a black coat as if he
were representing sin.
A hat as big as the sun
or it seemed like it.
The glasses he wore seemed
like he had something on his face,
A scar and he wanted no one to see.
-Angie Mathis
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HOLMAN ELEMENTARY, STUTTGART
BLUE BIRD
why come you
so pretty
how come you
fly so high
why do you
fly. I am
scared of a cat
and people. I
want to live.
I do want
to live not
die.
-Rodney Gaither
FAUNS
Fauns
are just like pecans
smooth and silky and they
drink out of ponds
-Kelly Box
Inside parenthesis what do I see?
I see the moon smiling at me.
-Kim Johnson & D'ann Stone

THE LITTLE INSECT
This little insect is a rolly polly
Every time you touch one
the people inside the gates
Close them
-Rox & Alesha
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HOT SPRINGS HIGH SCHOOL

Freckles:

a forest of pigment.
-Lee Scott

Chair:

a back, a lap, with legs.
-Karen Dale

Wall Socket:

nerve endings of electricity.
-Anonymous

Thimble:

a needle-proof vest.
-Anonymous

Lightbulb:

a pear with an idea.
-Anonymous

Grass is the blades of death.
I take a long blade of grass
and run it across my mouth.
-Eloise Green

The cloud is like a marshmellow
slowly roasting on an open
flame.
It darkens suddenly and
begins to spark.
-Brenda Brandenburg
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JULIA LEE MOORE ELEMENTARY, CONWAY

POEM
This baby will be an astronomer.
That is why he was born.
This baby will look at the stars,
That is why he was born.
This baby will look at the moon,
That is why he was born.
-Anonymous

GRANNY AND THE CANDY MAN

One day when I was playing a man
came to me and said, do you want
some candy and I said no. He said
here kid and shoved it down my
throat. I choked on it but it went
on down and then I screamed and
my granny came out. My granny
is about 102 years of age. And she
swung him around and around and he
fell into the swimming pool and
dissolved. Thank goodness.
-Bryna Schichtl
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ALL ABOUT DESIREE (A TRUE STORY)
I opened up Desiree
and out came her mouth.
I opened up her mouth
and out came her tongue.
I opened up her tongue
and out jumped these words:
I'm telling on you Scott.
-Scott Estep

POEM
This baby will grow up to be a Medicine Man.
That is why he was born.
He will take the powers of the Universe.
That is why he was born.
-Rob Brannon
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LEVERETT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, FAYETTEVILLE
GETTING A MESSAGE ACROSS
I sent a message to a boy.
It was on a piece of purple paper
and he got it right between
his eyes. I threw it. And it was
at the lockers. He gave it back
and it was pink.
-Kim Davis

POEM
You're watching TV in the living room.
Adolph Hitler knocks on your door.
He has brought a firing squad,
dressed in purple pink polka dotted underwear.
They tied you up, blindfolded you
and left you a M-16 machine gun.
You are a lowdown dirty rat
and you shoot the stupid thing.
The bullet turns into a note.
It says, "Eisenhower is a giggle fritz."
-Justin Dutram

GETTING THE MESSAGE
I am going onto my locker
and on the door there was a note.
It said, "Go to the Statue of Liberty
and crawl under her robe; there will be
a ladder. Climb up it. When you come
to a blue bellybutton, open it."
I went to the Statue of Liberty.
I did what the note said
and opened the bellybutton.
And there was a note.
It read, "I love you. Put me down."
It changed into -------------------She said "I love you".
Then the door closed and you can guess
what happened.
-Joel Gray
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POEM
The midget brings the message.
He will crawl through the Alaskan pipeline .
He hands me a frozen peperoni pizza.
But it's really a round frozen bathing suit.
And i t fits.
-Jason Fielding

THE BEARD
I think of a beard like a shady
tree hanging from the sky.
I think that it's going to rain
because a beard looks like a rain cloud .
It's raining now.
I'm dreaming. Mom says,
"Are you done yet?"
I wake up. My Dad shaves his beard.
It's not raining now .
My memories are all over .
The shady tree is gone.
The rain cloud is gone .
- Shawn H. Myers

Inside Carlene's glasses
there are millions of little men
opening her eyes.
- Andy Manes
A tornado is an octopus
that was doing the twist
and got lost.
- Rachael Thomas
Open scissors are lollipops for twins.
-Jessica Smith
Broom:

A skinny comet .
It's skinny because it went
through a skinny hole in a planet.
-Angela Springer
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LITTLE ROCK CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
THE MIND READER
I
I
I
I

dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed

I
I
I
I

saw the bored knight at day
heard the cattle lowing on high
felt the velvet book of arrests
smelt the melting tin at noon
-Steve Forrester

IS
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is

the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the

oboe lying dormant on the piano
house at 29 Windsor Drive
bear with sad eyes
popular novels that soon fade
rose in the preacher's garden
puppy that yaps
photo album from church camp
beat-up brown couch used for a bed
box of notes leftover from a lover
poem from the friend who didn't listen
fog on the mirror
-Sherry Taylor

FINDING THE STARS
In search for the stars I seem to be
Are they buried outside near the roots of the tree?
Or under my pillow beneath my dreams.
They could be inside it should I rip out the seams?
I have looked for the stars under the rug
My dog Charles even helped so I gave him a hug.
I searched and searched but searched in vain
So I gave up on stars I am now looking for rain.
-Ellen Powell
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FINDING THE DARK
Did it go behind the flashlight when I clicked it on
Or did it go under the bed in search of dirty clothes
and chewed up chicken bones
Did it go to heaven when the sun beamed down warm
No look it's running down the street
away from headlights
I turn back the covers and behold the dark
waiting to go into the unknown parts of my body and head.
-Linda Washington

THE MIND READER
I dreamed that you really loved me
with your 72 camera and 50¢ raise
I dreamed about the stanent pond and
the moon with a star at the top
I dreamed about the mosquitoes
and your dad's old army flag
I dreamed about summer and weekends
I dreamed about your sister's Irish Setter puppies
I dreamed the the boy screaming died
I dreamed you forgot the hamburgers and mops
I dreamed you got a $1 raise
I dreamed about the uninvited wolf
who made our ice cream melt
I dreamed of the watered down Dr Pepper
in the aquarium
I dreamed you bought a new car
I dreamed you shredded my problems until
they disappeared like a bottle of olives
I dreamed of Basco
I dreamed I love you
-Leticia Miller
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POEM
A girl stands on he r shoulders
with a stick in her ear,
Her feet dangle over the arm
of the sofa.
Her mouth opens revealing rows
of polished piano keys and
she laughs at a voice I can't
hear.
The man sitting in the spectral chandelier
barbecues his checkbook,
throws it on the floor,
but it bounces back up to
him.
A young man reaches out of
a mound of paperwads, with
six fingers. He drops one and
it splatters blue dots
on the wall. He picks up
another and plays dot to dot
and finds Mona Lisa.
-Leticia Miller

ROOMS
I see a small boy playing with his train.
Up and down the wall, he rolls the engine, marking
the walls beyound recognition. His dog is
chewing on the rubber engineer, mistaking
it for his toy bone.
In another room, I see the tall, slender
girl who is too stuffy to take 5 minutes out
for conversation. She pulls off her dress
and struggles to get out of her living girdle .
When she turns towards the window, I
see her puffy eyes with an uncomplimentary
scar along her cheekbone. The cotton ball
on her dresser is brown from the make-up
she has removed.
In still another room I see a lamp
flying through the air, just missing a
tall, lean man. He smiles at the unsuccessful
woman, then expresses words of disgust.
-Anonymous
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WHEN IN SEARCH OF RAIN BE THIRSTY
I was awful dry
I looked in search of rain,
under
a moss covered
tombstone
in mother's sewing
box over the garage
in my brother's
piggy bank
around a corner
of my suncracked
school
in a herd
of wild octopus
on top of our
dusty refrigerator
towards the back
of the national democratic
convention
looking out
the attic window
the the woman's
mansion
within captivity
of japanese
refugees
in an empty
pitcher
of thirsting
lives.
-Rick Lewis
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MCNEIL HIGH SCHOOL
PIANO LESSONS
I walk through the door as if
it's a gate to a dungeon.
I notice the everlasting scent
of Chanel.
The floors are polished, every
thing in its place.
That THING waits for me to
play it like it were a beast.
I approach it, sit on the bench,
and wait for HER.
While I wait, I place a
book on the beast's shoulders.
As she walks through the door,
I summon the courage to play
an exercise.
When she asks me to play a piece,
I stare at the book, at the music,
and then at her
Slowly, but surely, I tame the
beast.
But just when it will do whatever I ask of it, It is time
to go.
I can almost hear the beast
sneer as I leave. For it knows
I'll have to tame him again, next
week.
-Telma Crawford
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THE MOON'S GALLOP
The orange peel of night
Rode the white cloud like a horse
Galloping on home.
-Sandra Lockhart

A SPECIAL HEARTBEAT
Every two
or three nights
I hear
a special heartbeat.
This heartbeat is
in my pillow.
This heartbeat
frightens me!
I scream
"Go away!
Go away!"
but this heartbeat
still exists.
Beating loudly,
then louder,
slowly,
then slower.
Until it just
disappears into
the dark silence
of the night.
-Teresa Anderson
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NORTH HEIGHTS JUNIOR HIGH, TEXARKANA
POEM
I am going to cut off
my doll's head
because she never talks to me.
All she does is smile.
-Paula Brocker

WINTER
It's hard and cold.
It's long and bold.
It comes so fast,
then lasts and lasts.
What starts if off? Nobody knows.
It's freezing ice, and then it snows.
It's big storms and huge blizzards.
They come so fast, as if caused by wizards.
It goes on and on, then what does it bring?
Why of course--Beautiful Spring!
-Cindy Carlton

THE BUSINESSMAN
He sits in his office hour after hour,
thinking he knows all he needs to.
Although he is smart in his field,
he has no knowledge of the rest of the world.
He figures some day he'll sit back and relax
after he puts away his 20 and waits for retirement.
Little does he know old-age homes are the trend,
and that his sons and daughters plan to put him away.
-Jeff M.
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OAK GROVE ELEMENTARY, PARAGOULD
HER
She is a blade,
Shiny and clean
Strong and pretty
Long and lean
She never grows rusty
As long as she's alive
She's pretty and sharp
As a long clean knife.
-Kevin Cummings

THE WATER FOUNTAIN IS LIKE LIKE A STORM
When I get a drink the water
is like rain when the fountain
kicks on it sounds like thunder
It goes down a drain like
the rain goes down the ground
I drink it like dogs do rain
when the water goes down
the drain it sounds like lightning
crashing through the trees.
-Tracey Potter

THE FISH IS A MOON
The fish is flat and
white as it moves through
the blue ocean and goes
through the seaweeds
as the moon goes through
the trees .
-Chucky Wofford
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THE THING INSIDE ME
There is a thing that's inside me
It can be as big as an elephant
It can be small as a bee.
It can take me to faraway places
So far, So far
Sometimes it takes my mind away
I don't even know who my friends are .
What am I?
-Laura Thacker

POEM
The tops of tall trees are the heaven's grass,
The heaven is soft and light, like
the leaves of trees.
The grass is green like the leaves
of trees,
the grass blows, and looks like
the ocean rolling
and the trees seem like they are
being blown by the ocean's current.
-Melody Gassaway

SHE IS AN APPLE BLOSSOM
She is an apple blossom
She blooms in the spring
With leaves and blossoms
She is pretty
Her cheeks are as red as apples
And in winter
She stays inside her home.
-Velina Gray
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OLE MAIN HIGH SCHOOL, NORTH LITTLE ROCK

FRIENDLY PLANTS
Miss Greenthumb planted,
Grafted, and pruned .
She talked to her plants,
Kept the radio tuned .
She thought plants were people
And treated them so.
She died of a heart attack
When the rose said "Hello!"
- Brian Hullum

LITTLE LEROY
Little Leroy now is dead .
He saw green, but the light was red.
He kept on racing with his little feet.
Now Little Leroy is a part of the street .
- Anthony Goldsby

MY FATE
Poor old Gary loved to beat.
He tapped desks with his hands
And floors with his feet .
He beat on cymbals, bongoes--everything .
He'd play his drums til his ears would ring.
One day in the middle of a really snappy lick,
He impaled himself upon his drumstick .
- Gary Elliott

CHEERLEADER
Shouting, jumping running fro and to,
The whole school saw her--and this she knew .
Just showing off, on the field she ran .
The team flattened her like a frying pan .
-Sherri Tipton
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Curses:
May all your pets be exceptionally fertile.
-Jayroe Williams
May you walk through eternity constantly saying, "You know."
-Beth Scott
May your toilet seat always be cold.
-Ricky Richards
May your cosmetics break your face into terminal acne.
-Mark Clinton

Ideogram:
R A man with a large nose
0

An infinite line

B A 3 barred for life
E

A ladder needing a vertical pole

R A runner ready to race
T

The alphabet's balancing act
-Robert Terry
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PARKER'S CHAPEL HIGH SCHOOL
POEM
Water on the highway far ahead,
the roar of an engine,
and the radio playing
make a big splash
like the odor of the air conditioner
cold and sweaty.
I thought it would come again
and it does.
-Ricky Goodnight

POEM
An old lady was horned
by a bull as she walked
through the pasture to the barn.
Mother told me to do this.
-Scott Nipper

POEM
A girl undressed in a dressing room.
I thought I heard a loud scream.
I thought she might stay there.
It smelled like lunch
so I took a second look.
She was there.
She did scream.
And the next thing I heard was a great slam
of a little door.
-Charles Hartsell

POEM
I thought I saw a desk jump
I thought I heard a cow cough
I thought I was going to drive a tree
I thought I smelled hair burning
I felt cold needles pointing into my skin
I wish I would wake up
in a world of red grass and pink people
-Kenneth Griffin
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PIT STOP SCHOOL, FAYETTEVILLE

POEM
My mind is big with frustration
and I have no home to run from .
My life has disorder, confusion, chaos .
My life has hopes and loves.

Or is

it maddening and electrifying?

My hopes

have come and gone like the power
of the beginning and end.

I am

the rattlesnake in a mad joke that will
not stop because a man has to be a man .
The joke has turned and now I laugh.
I am a butterfly in a boy's net.
I am dead and alive or am I just dead?
-Randy
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PLEASANT VIEW HIGH SCHOOL, OZARK

WONDERING
Looking out of the window I saw it,
Like a blue finger pointed at the sky.
A man-made structure of steel and pipe,
It stood, proud and high.
As I saw it, and wondered what it could be,
A thought came and said, 11 This is just like me. 11
Here I stand, all alone and proud,
and people watching wonder aloud
What can he be?
-Bill Hudson

WHAT IS
What is a dog
Why does it bark
Squirrels don't bark
Rabbits don't bark
People don't bark

What is a rabbit
Why does it hop
Dogs don't hop
Squirrels don't hop
People don't hop

What is a squirrel
Why does it live in a tree
Dogs don't live in a tree
Rabbits don't live in a tree
People don't live in a tree

What are people
Why do people hate
Dogs don't hate
Squirrels don't hate
Rabbits don't hate
-Carl Williams
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CINQUAIN:
My
My
My
My
He

MY DOG

dog
lazy dog
sleep-all-day-long dog
dog lazy, sleepy, lonely
died
-Lane Stewart

POEM
If I was a bird
I'd fly to the clouds.
If I was a cloud,
I'd rain on a tree.
If I was a tree,
I would grow so green.
And I'd sit under me.
-Brad Foster

A PICTURE
There was a picture on a wall
Two children swinging
By a log
I wish I was there
Swinging by a log
Watching the frogs
Jumping in a pond.
There was a picture on a wall
Two children swinging
By a log
-Ricky Cagle
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RAMEY JR. HIGH, FAYETTEVILLE
FOG DARKENS THE DAY
Fog creeps through the town
like a fox hunting prey.
It hovers above ground
and it darkens the day.
Fog twists through trees,
like a mouse in a maze.
It hovers above ground
and it darkens the day.
-Mark Powell

CLASS POEM
Somewhere a horse is galloping
the horse's hoofbeats beat like busy hearts
somewhere a sledge is pounding iron
the horse's hoofbeats beat like busy hearts
somewhere a team is having practice
somewhere someone is tapping out a dance
the horse's hoofbeats beat like busy hearts
somewhere a woodpecker pecks a tree
somewhere someone is breaking into a house
somewhere someone is wishing he had a thousand dollars
the horse's hoofbeats beat like busy hearts
somewhere someone is arguing
somewhere someone is tapping on a glass to get attention
somewhere the father of a seventh-grade girl is locked out of the house
because she took the keys to school
the horse's hoofbeats beat like busy hearts
somewhere leaves are falling to the ground
somewhere a river flows
the horse's hoofbeats beat like busy hearts

POEM
It shadowed me and covered my head.
It blinded my sight so that I could only see forward,
but not on the sides.
It cloaked my shoulders.
We were driving on a highway
that was banked by clear green hills.
Beside us drove a man in a smoke-colored car.
He was sitting in the lotus position with his eyes shut.
-Kim Dunn
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POEM
The blow dryer sucked up my hair until I was bald.
I washed my face and when I looked in the mirror I was faceless .
I brushed my teeth and they disappeared.
No matter how many cheerios I ate there always seemed to be more in
my bowl.
I got on the bus .
I rode on forever, never able to get off.
- Amy Turner

LION/CAT
Lion, king of the jungle .
Cat, king of the couch .
-Tracy Yat es
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RAMSEY JR. HIGH, FT. SMITH

ICE BOX CAPER
In the ice box late at night
the vegetables listen to see
if anyone's prowling.
The carrots see,
the apples listen,
and the pears awake wise and strong.
And all of a sudden
the carrots, apples, and pears
watch the door open slowly,
and the pear is gone .
-Dolly Davis
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ROGERS HIGH SCHOOL
POEM
The cold clay clung to my feet.
I strode across the silvery straw.
From the mysterious sky came a soothing sight:
The house across the plain was quivering.
With wild emotions, the house pulled
My growing imagination.
I stood still, not long before off
To the house I strode.
The light shone with a mysterious might.
When I reached the door, I came to a screech.
The man placed his hands on the table,
And with those withered hands he prayed
For a friend to enter his land.
-Shaun West

DEATH:

Hearing the ambulance siren turned off
-David Rowden
Cars driving slowly with lights on
-Greg Sarratt
The bottom of a metal bucket
-Tracy Kasson

RELIGION:

Organ music to believe in
-David Rowden

CHILDHOOD:

Looking up and wishing you could look down
-David Rowden

FREEDOM:

Tasting and smelling the first thoughts of death
-David Rowden

FRIENDSHIP:

Passing on a rumor about each other and still talking
-David Rowden

LOVE:

I climbed the door and shut the stairs
Said my bed and climbed into my prayers
Turned off my eyes and closed my light
All because he kissed me goodnight
-Edie Mahoney
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RUSSELLVILLE MIDDLE SCHOOL
POEM
I dreamed I was in school
Having a good time.
I dreamed that China had made
some metal creature.
I dreamed he was big
I dreamed he was coming
I dreamed he was there
I dreamed the kids had burst
out fighting.
I had dreamed we had killed
him and his head was like that
of the Statue of Liberty
It fell into the schoolyard.
I dreamed we were safe.
I dreamed I was a hero
I came into the classroom and
kids were cheering me on .
Suddenly I felt better
than a hero. I dreamed I was a King .
I dreamed the bell had rung like
little trumpets and I, the King,
was in the courtyard.
I dreamed the head had winked
at me and I was no longer living .
-Larry Tafolla

I TAKE OFF
I take off her ears which are like half
moons in a dark sky .
I take off her hair which is like
dead grass on a flat prairie.
I take off her nose which is like
a stubby, rotten potatoe.
-Sheila Holland
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THE PERFECT FRIEND
I give her bones which are trees
that hold up leaves.
I give her a heart that is a
rushing waterfall that goes on and on.
I give her lungs which are a
gentle breeze moving to and fro.
I give her a brain which is a
great computer that keeps on working.
I give h~r skin that is trees
covering a jungle.
-Minyan Brimingham
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SILOAM SPRINGS JUNIOR HIGH
DESTINATION
When the ambulance goes by
I often wonder where it's bound.
Did someone fall or was there a wreck?
I see in my mind the twisted car
And the shattered windshield
Glaring in the cruel rays of the sun.
All the thrill seekers straining,
Standing by trying to get a glimpse
Of the tragic scene
Or those who drive by and merely murmer
"How sad."
Whenever an ambulance goes by
I always imagine my grandmother
Who was one of the Pink Ladies
At the hospital, sitting in the wheelchairs
Waiting near the emergency doors,
Simply waiting for the next casualty.
She worked on Saturday and Thursday nights
And when we went to visit her
I couldn't stay too long
For fear it would scar me
To witness what the ambulance brought
(of course, they said this under their breaths).
But I knew where the ambulance was bound
Whenever it went by,
And I already knew the sight
It would find.
-Martha Bynum

HICK TOWN
In a town like the one in which I live
excitement is a frog jumping across
a crack in the sidewalk
or a man falling down with a sack of groceries.
But then again, when I think of the crowded cities
with no room to breath,
I count myself lucky .
-Mike Dixon
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SILOAM SPRINGS SENIOR HIGH
SILOAM SPRINGS JAIL
The door closes with a bang .
You look around:
Four walls, door, sink, toilet,
And the fan in the attic .
Twenty-four hours a day, slowly droning .
You have your cigarettes, tin foil
for an ashtray.
And plenty of time with nothing
to do.
- Jim Dawdy

DEAD END JOB
Chickens hang on their
shackles like bats hang on
trees upside down .
The chickens are packed in ice .
It freezes my hands like their
flesh is frozen . The noise
of band saws splitting the
chicken's breasts splits my
ears.
I wish I were somewhere
better than this like on a
farm with live animals
instead of working in a
place with dead ones . My
farm would have horses running
free across the fields and dogs
sleeping lazily on the front porch .
I would be better than a
dead chicken plant job.
-Lisa Alexander

BLANK

A blank piece of paper is like a black hole in space .
No matter what you do, you can't fill i t up .
It seems to get bigger and bigger .
Doodles are good for paper but
words get sucked up like stars.
-Tim Nolen
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THE PESSIMIST
The pessimist looked upon his black-and-white
world.
Today he would color it gray.
He pictured the earth revolving around
himself.
It was a sad occasion.
Solemnly he opened his eyes to the
cloudy sky.
It was the same sky as yesterday-a faded, colorless photo,
Worn and aged from years of use.
The negative has long since been lost.
No photographer is able to produce
the picture again; it would be too sad to create.
Instead, one lives in the blank
world, like unflavored gelatin.
If one has never tasted of better foods,
you are blind to the etched black-and-white world.
-Lisa Engel

A PAIR OF BLUE ROCKETS
This boy sitting next to me has on blue sneakers.
When I look at them I wonder where
in the world people are wearing blue
sneakers and where they are walking.
Maybe in a green pasture where it is warm
and apple trees are blossoming.
Maybe down a city street with
buses and subways rattling around
the street and down in the ground
like little moles.
Maybe an old man is walking around
a rest home wondering why his children
left him there to die in his blue sneakers.
Perhaps a small child is running around
a playground jumping, running, hopping,
and laughing in his blue sneakers.
They look like blue rockets getting ready
to take off for a flight to the moon and stars.
I'm wondering if anyone else in the
world ever wondered
when or where their blue sneakers took
off for the moon.
-Teresa Bagby
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POET
I hate the poet who rhymes the rhyme,
Who bores the student from time to time.
He speaks in phrases of melodrama
His tongue portrays that of a snake
His eyes are filled with periods and commas,
As he throws the fish back in the lake.
Where others see only life as it is
He pauses to inspire a line.
His head is dazed in analysis
As paraphrases fill his mind.
They say he's not like the rest of us,
He's weird--he's scatterbrained.
But as he stares as the winds blow the dust
We admire the peace he maintains.
"Let me tell you of fossils, of castles,
Of paradise and flowers."
And while we sit by our television sets
He listens to the world by the hours.
And as he fades and life meets an end,
We go on ignoring his style
Failing to notice what joys life presents.
At least he enjoyed it for a while.
-F. M. Peters

HOSPITALS
They are so clean,
so sterile, you are afraid to touch.
You walk down the halls
as quite as emptyness feels.
Suddenly someone screams-a nurse comes running,
white, like a frightened chicken,
into the room to find
her patient sprawled, an octopus
in the middle of the floor.
The nurse hoist them back
in bed and tucks them in
like a child in a white sea.
-Janie White
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FEEDING TIME
The fog lay over the field like a blanket.
The barn was just a shadow in the
Early morning light .
You could hear the horses stomping
Restlessly.
One quietly neighing.
They were just as hungry as I,
Ready to have their hay and oats.
The feed bins creaked as their wooden
Lids were opened.
Now the horses became excited,
Walking their stalls and talking
To me about their nagging need.
The feed, rolling into the bucket,
Sounded like nails tapping on a
Window, asking to come in.
The horses were ready, but there
Was no time to stay .
No time to scratch their ears
With love.
- Shelli Henegar

THE BRICK
Dependent upon those around him
and them depending on him.
As the mortar combines them each,
like glue combines the pages of a book,
As simple as the mold it carne from,
yet as important as the wall it is contained in .
Made from things as common as sand,
yet as strong as those who tower upon him.
When one is gone,
the others weaken,
and in time the others will crumble,
as the pressures of old seem to intensify .
Sometimes I feel like a brick.
-Dan Sutterfield
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SOUTHWEST JR. HIGH, SPRINGDALE
FIVE SILENT THINGS
a withered flower lying on the ground
a forgotten corner in the attic
an owl in the daytime
a broken bird egg in winter
a spirit lurking in a grave yard
-Anonymous

SILENT THINGS
a grain of sand
a map on the wall
an umbrella in a closet
a buried treasure chest
an abandoned house
a sunken ship
a dead fish
a rusty bullet
dinasaur bones
a black hole
an old desk
-David Carr

FIVE STEADY THINGS
The falling of snow
snails crawling along the walk
walking along a sidewalk
a feather falling
a person reading a book
dew on the ground
a needle in the haystack.
The hands on the clock moving
-Connie Watson

SEED
Inside
Inside
Inside
Inside
Inside

the
the
the
the
the

seed is a radish.
radish is a green person.
green person is a shiny Battlestar Galactica.
shiny Battlestar Galactica is a triangular planet.
triangular planet is a universe that goes peep! peep!
-Anonymous
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SPRINGDALE CENTRAL J.H.
MY BLUE DOG BLUES
My blue dog
My blue dog
I went to pet my blue dog
I went to pet my blue dog
But when I went to my blue dog
But when I went to my blue dog
My blue dog bit me and I had the blues all the blue day long
My blue dog bit me and I had the blues all the blue day long.
-Guy Cooper
DARK ALLEY
The motionless dark
alley in New York City.
still except the cats.

Everything

-Sue Kough
POEM
I remember the day I shot my first bird
I shot him with my b.b. gun
And I thought it was fun
His bright sad red blood in the sun
-Anonymous
THE CREATION OF MUSIC
There was once a couple
that was tired of listening
of bickering and backering
back and forth, hick and back
bick and back. All of a sudden
a bird started playing
an electric guitar
that he had made with a pinch of voice,
a dash of bickering,
2 spoonfuls of common sense,
and brains (for thinking, that is).
The wife of the couple
joined in and started humming and then singing.
-Lori Patterson
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SPRINGDALE HIGH
MR. & MRS. SATURDAY NIGHT
"Lets go see the Fridays" said Mr. SN
"No said Mrs. SN, "They are probably at the game."
"What about the Thursdays." He asked
"No, they don't like to be interrupted
while they are washing." said Mrs. SN.
"The Wednesdays are out of the
question. They are at church."
"Well," said Mr. SN, "I'm not about
to visit the Mondays, they always
make me blue."
"Who does that leave?" said Mrs. SN
"The Sundays or the Tuesdays." said Mr. SN
"The Sundays always preach alot,
so lets go see the Tuesdays."
said Mrs. SN
When they got to Mr. & Mrs. Tuesday night's
house they found them watching
"Happy Days."
-Andra Reed

THE BOX

square,
four corners
in my mind.
throwing long shadows
-darkened memories.
empty.
the box is
my mind?
-Sharon Skordal
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THE WALL
hold everything
man has made
together.
I hear all
I see all
People lean on me
bored children count my bricks.
Man made
me.
I am here to support
his needs.
I

-Sharon Skordal

THE INVENTION OF WIND
After the sixth day
of Gods creating the earth-They say the seventh
was for rest,
But I know better.
--God created wind.
As he sat down
in his heavenly chair
Looking at the newly
created world down there.
And as he closed his eyes
toward the sky
God heaved a seven-day
sigh,
and so was wind invented.
-Sharon Skordal
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TRINITY EPISCOPAL DAY SCHOOL, PINE BLUFF
THE DOG WALKS DOWN CHERRY STREET
The dog walks down Cherry Street
with a big f~erce look upon his face.
He sniffs at this and looks at that.
For he is never bored
because this here is Cherry Street.
He sniffs a beer can and decides
that that is not your everyday
cup of tea.
He walks away and
goes to sleep.
Because he is never bored.
Because this here is Cherry Street.
-Walt Simpson
EGO TRIPPING
I was born on a pile of diamonds.
I invented the airplane.
I even named the animals.
I was the first perosn on the moon
and I am the richest person in the world.
I can turn myself into anything.
By a snap of my fingers my homework is done.
I taught Bach how to paly the piano.
And when I want to win the beauty contest it is done.
And at one time I was President over the Whole World.
-Tammy Lindsey

MY THIRD EYE
My
My
My
My
My
My
My

third
third
third
third
third
third
third

eye
eye
eye
eye
eye
eye
eye

can
can
can
can
can
can
can

see
see
see
see
see
see
see

me flying on a magic carpet.
me pedaling on a broomstick.
me sitting on a door knob.
me inside a ghostly spirit.
me playing on Zeptune.
your heart shaped like a sun.
my friendship rings around her body.
-Kimberly
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UMPIRE SCHOOL
POEM
When you open an A
you find an apple. Inside
the apple you find a B.
Inside a B you find a
bottle. Inside a bottle you
find a C. Inside a C you
find colors. Inside colors
you find a D. Inside a D you
find an eraser.
-Anonymous

BANANA

A banana is like a yellow sailboat without its sail
Peeled down is like a flower
coming out of its shell
Or like a half moon in
a darken sky
And even like the smile
of a gorilla who's not so
shy
-Stephanie

Davis

POEM
Inside a clock there are some people
doing cartwheels.
-Tracy Parsons
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POEM
Inside a red white and
blue flag you find some
people waving their hands
- Kelli Parson

POEM
Inside a deer is a meat market
- Joe

POEM
Inside the head of a nail is a hammer
- Sheila

POEM
Inside a ten legged boy you see
a six legged man
-Greg
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WEST ELEMENTARY, OSCEOLA

ARTICULATION
I met a man on Mars,
And he was behind
closed bars.
He was red and white.
He gleamed in the dark
moonlight. His name was
"Articulation." His words
were steep and stern.
When I said a word to him,
he said, "What do you want from me?
Magic?"
"No," I said back to him.
"All I want is a brother."
He said, "All right, I'll be
your brother, 'cause all I want
is a brother, too."
-Pat Lowrance
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THE DREAM
Snow white doves wound gold ribbons
over diamond glazed trees.
Then a serpent of a road beckoned me.
I moved slowly, oh, so slowly
then faster and faster.
Suddenly all stopped, and there
in front of me was a land
of diamond glazed trees
with ribbons of gold being wound
by snow white doves.
-Gwen Speck

PERFECTION
The rose so deep maroon
with perfect green leaves.
-Rhonda Hardin

BEING IN LOVE
A soft satin chair that gets dirty
A sweet juicy orange that's sometimes rotten
Roses which slowly lose their smell
A soft slow song with a flat note
-Jacque Underhill
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HELL FOR TOBACCO CHEWERS
There arin't gain' to be no tobacco chewers in heaven
That's why I'm headed the other direction.
There ain't going' to be no skoal dippers in paradise.
That's why I'm gain' the other way.
Spittunes over flowing
drownin' in a sea of spit.
Empty snuff cans
and empty tobacco pouches fill the room.
Then the room becomes a big spittune .
-Steve Perry

ENERGY
A handful
A hershey
A morning
34-23-36.
A hot red

of twenty dollar bills .
bar with almonds.
on a mountain in spring.
with loud pipes.
-Steve Krimmel
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YOCUM ELEMENTARY, EL DORADO

I AM A LIGHT
Hey I am a light.
People keep turning
me on and off
and when I break
they fix me
again and put
me up and I get
hot again
and when it is
night time I
rest and cool
off and wait
into the morning.
When morning
comes I wake
up and shine
all over the
room like air.
-Russell Vines
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